The development of children's literature in Slovakia was significantly influenced by the historical milestone of the end of the First World War (WWI). The new cultural conditions that occurred in Slovakia after the break-up of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and the foundation of Czechoslovakia created a suitable environment for the development of cultural institutions such as the Slovak Association, libraries, publishing houses and children's magazines such as Slniečko [Little Sun] . After 1918, the literary production for children and young adults (YAs) began to take two distinct directions -one more traditional (didactic-moralising) and the other more artistic. The then artistic current in Slovak children's literature promoted literary production for children and integrated it in the domain of art. The literary works of these authors can be further differentiated by identifying optimistic, realist and synthesising concepts of childhood. The post-war years in Slovakia can therefore be described as the beginning of the artistic integration of children's literature into the system of national literature, which was accomplished in the 1960s. Keywords: WWI, Czechoslovakia, Slovak Association, optimistic concept, realist concept, synthesising concept, traditional approach, artistic approach development of the national life of the Slovaks in the Monarchy was greatly suppressed and limited by brutal forms of national oppression. 3 The newly acquired national freedom after WWI provided space for the development of national life in all its spheres (politics, culture and the economy) and also affected the sphere of national literature -its cultural and social functions. According to Stanislav Šmatlák (2007: 265) , we are currently lacking sufficient historical imagination to understand in its full depth the radical transformation that took place in the Slovak nation after the foundation of the new state of Czechs and Slovaks. After 1918, the choice for the Slovak whether to become a tradesman, engineer, teacher or doctor would no longer be conditioned by the necessity to formally become a Hungarian. The inhabitants of Slovakia became increasingly prominent citizens of the new Republic. However, the radical transition from Monarchy to Democratic Republic was not easy or trouble free for the Slovak nation. The most serious controversy concerned the internal organisational structures of both nations within the new state. On the one hand, there was a unitary or centralised concept (essentially Czech), and, on the other, the federalist or autonomist concept (essentially Slovak). The problem was also the official idea of the "Czechoslovak nation" and the "Czechoslovak language" existing in two standard varieties -Czech and Slovak (as declared by the Constitution of 1920). This ideological construct stood in opposition to the dynamically proliferated awareness of the Slovak national (and linguistic) identity (Šmatlák 2007: 268) .
After 1918, both society and cultural institutions experienced a dramatic development following the period in which their progress had been successfully obstructed by hostile Hungarian governments. In 1919, the Slovak Association (based in what was then Turčiansky Sv. Martin) resumed its activity; a new system of Slovak education was established -from elementary schools, burgher (lower secondary) schools to secondary schools, and, in the same year, the University of J.A. Comenius was founded in Bratislava. Literary life in Slovakia presented a platform for original literary production, and the range of cultural and literary magazines was expanding. However, publishing activities had to conform to the new principles of the market economy, and therefore the most successful publishing activities were those that were sponsored by a strong cultural institution (such as the Slovak Association, the Catholic Association of St. Adalbert, and the Tranoscius Lutheran Association).
According to Ondrej Sliacky (2013: 86) , Stanislav Šmatlák (2007: 427) and Ján Kopál et al. (1987: 56) , the post-1918 period became immensely significant for the history of Slovak literature because it was the beginning of the intentional integration of children's literature into the macrostructure of national literature. This is evidenced by the fact that, immediately after the establishment of the common state of Czechs and Slovaks, the most important task was to provide a minimum number of valuable books of fiction for children and YAs. In this post-WWI situation, it was important to create an essential book stock to compensate for the acute shortage of books for children and YAs. The absence of Slovak children's books after the establishment of the Republic also attracted attention in the Czech lands. This was where, just a year after the end of WWI, a list of twenty of the best books was selected to be translated into Slovak to serve as a basic stock for Slovak school libraries. 4 The development of cultural life in Slovakia after WWI could not be achieved without significant help from the Czech side, since there were no professionally trained experts at that time in Slovakia. Sliacky (2013: 89) states that the individual help by Czech teachers who came to Slovakia to assist in building a school system after WWI proved to be of great benefit for Slovak children's literature. Some of these teachers also demonstrated their interest in literature for children and YAs in the capacity as writers. The presence of Czech teachers had more than just a quantitative effect on Slovak literature. Czech children's literature was more elaborate in character than its Slovak counterpart; therefore, a more progressive understanding of literary production for children by Czech teachers naturally stimulated interest in literature for children in Slovakia, too.
The authors who intentionally devoted themselves to literary work for children before WWI resumed their activity again. Literature for children and YAs faced a new question concerning its "literariness" and artistic cogency (in the sense of nonlinearity, non-straightforwardness and ambiguity of expression). At the same time, the opinion started to prevail that production for children and YAs cannot be limited to mere literature with "specific functions" (didactic, moral, educational, etc.) but must become a literature with a dominant aesthetic function (Šmatlák 2007: 427) . It is only the aesthetic function that can charge literary production for the child reader with the characteristics of artistic utterance.
The beginning of the process of incorporating children's literature into the body of the national literary culture after WWI was, according to Kopál et al. (1987: 54) and Šmatlák (2007: 427) , very difficult and complex from many different aspects: poetological, ideological, cultural, social, publishing, etc. The evidence of integration lay in the fact that, in the period after WWI, the field of literature for children and YAs began to shift from the exclusive domain of educators and school education to the domain of the principal national cultural institution -the Slovak Association.
5 With children's literature in its focus, the Slovak Association created for the first time an institutional platform for the development of literature: it proposed the creation of a department responsible for publishing school literature. -evoked a more humanistic approach to children's literature. The magazine's aim was to raise the social and aesthetic consciousness of the child and stimulate the further development of literary production. This is why the new Slniečko was typical in its richly illustrated pages and typical of the diverse variety of genres represented in both original and translated literary production for children. By founding a quality children's magazine, the Slovak Association did not exhaust its interest in artistically valuable literature. In 1930, a Dobré slovo [Good Word] series was founded through its initiative, which, unlike other publishing series, was not conceived with a commercial goal in mind (Kopál et al. 1987 : 54-55, Šmatlák 2007 : 427, Sliacky 2013 . Thanks to this series, the Slovak reader of children's books had an opportunity to discover the most valuable pieces for children and YAs produced in the given period.
Poetry for children after WWI
Any discussion about literature for children in verse in Slovakia after 1918 requires awareness that the uniform way of versifying for children, which previously existed, became internally more structured after WWI. 6 The poetry took two directions: the traditional direction (i.e., the didactic-moralising type, or literature "about children") and the artistic direction (i.e., literature "for children"). The latter direction in the field of versified literature for children in Slovakia was for the first time established by Ľudmila Podjavorinská .
Podjavorinská, as remarked by Šmatlák (2007: 428) , lifted versed literature for children to the domain of high art through epic poetry. The poetry thus adopted the expressive means of epic verse while lyricism remained aside.
7 The production of Ľudmila Podjavorinská had focused on the adult audience until 1918. After WWI, however, this author, who was more than fifty years old by this time, directed most of her creative energy into the area of children's literature (she approached children with her pseudonym "Aunt Ľudmila").
8 From conventional verses, in terms of both motif and form, the author gradually developed her idiosyncratic style, which became her contribution to the development of modern poetry for children. It is a versed epic story (or just an episode) with personified and anthropomorphised characters or animal figures. These represent human characters, as well as human life situations. Usually, they are funny and humorous stories that use situational comic scenes and lively dialogues that draw child readers into the middle of the action (Šmatlák 2007: 428) . Child's play, which is the subject of her poems, is not treated by the author in its thematic dimension but is presented as a cognitive ground. In this way she respected the basic principle of the authenticity of the child's mental world. As noted by Kopál (1984: 62) , she was the first in Slovak literature to apply the autodidactic function of child's play -children's imitation of the world of adults as a form of confrontation between the values of childhood and the world of adults. The play of children in her poems transmits a joyful and optimistic atmosphere, which is a distinguishing feature of her poems for children. She achieved amusement by eliminating negative social phenomena of human society from her anthropomorphic world and by constructing a plot based on humoristic principles. Podjavorinská considered the "principle of joy" as very important, but certainly not absolute. Pleasure, according to the author, was only a means of "refining" the child's soul. She introduced a cognitive aspect to her literary work through the animal world filled with basic human values such as love, friendship, emotional relationships and creative activity. Thus, according to Klátik (1955: 137) It is the author's original versed fairy tale Čin-Čin [Chirp-Chirp] that is artistically suggestive and the most prestigious of her work. In this narrated fairy tale, Podjavorinská introduced a sparrow Čimo as a vivid and multi-layered character. Čimo learns the true value of life through a dramatic pathway, which makes his story more convincing. 9 The complex path of learning is determined by the contradictory traits of Čimo's character: he is self-confident, pushy, and courageous on one side, but boastful, light-hearted and egoistic on the other. Čimo possesses all the characteristics of a child or a young person and learns to be a son, a son-in-law, a husband -he thus learns to be a human. The characters in the story, as well as their dramatic dialogue with the suggestive folk language and village atmosphere, are a source of the humour of her most famous work (cf. Sliacky 2013: 103).
The second significant personality that participated in the artistic transformation of poetry for children in post- Kopál (1984: 62) , there is tension between her ability to see and experience the beauty of nature and the playfulness and joy of the world of children on the one hand, and the author's restraint in expressing this ability on the other. The writer overcame this contradiction between conventionality and artistry in her fourth collection Hore grúňom -dolu grúňom [Up the Hillside -Down the Hillside]. However, it was only her fifth collection, titled Od jari do zimy [From the Spring to the Winter], where she fully exploited her artistic qualities. In this collection, she abandoned the didactic position and adopted artistic technique for her poetry for children. As far as the development of poetry for children in Slovakia is concerned, Mária Rázusová-Martáková developed a lyrical style, which had been absent in the children's literature of the period. 10 The lyrical atmosphere of her poetry always came as a result of a poetic story that, despite the absence of a line of action, allowed for establishing contact between the poet and child readers. Martáková, in her artistic work, embraced the child's imagination and the attractiveness of the fairy tale (Sliacky et al. 2005 : 258-260, Sliacky 2013 .
Prose for children after WWI
Literary production in prose dedicated to children, just as was the case with verse, entered into the reality of the new state with the perception of its didactic and utilitarian essence remaining unchanged. A significant shift away from these tenets happened only in the early 1930s. Establishing an artistic type of children's book could not automatically end the traditional, didactically oriented production for children, which still prevailed in terms of quantity. However, as far as aesthetic values are concerned, the traditional production, faced by artistically oriented works, necessarily became obsolete (Sliacky 2013: 109) . Moreover, unlike in poetry, in which artistry was provided by a single author (Podjavorinská), a whole group of authors participated in laying the foundations for the artistic direction in prose (Jozef Cíger Hronský, Martin Hranko, Fraňo Kráľ, Ľudo Ondrejov, Martin Rázus and Ján Bodenek) through the genres of literary fairy tale, legend and social prose (novels).
Establishing the artistic concept in prose for children and YAs after WWI was neither simple nor straightforward. According to Sliacky (2013: 113-114) , the new phase in literature for children and YAs did not present a unified artistic concept from the very beginning.
11 There were generally polarised opinions on the extent to which a child should be involved in learning about reality. 10 One of the factors that influenced the author's intense perception of moments of joy was her severe condition (joint rheumatism), due to which -just like Ľ. Podjavorinská -she could not attain motherhood and remained childless. 11 What has to be emphasised, however, is that many of these works were not created intentionally for a child reader. They belong to the area of non-intentional literature and therefore possess elements pertaining to the literary approach of the particular author (social prose, autobiographical prose, lyrical prose and prose with elements of expressionism). The works were reclassified as reading for children on the basis of the immense interest of child readers and also, intentionally, because in the field of literature for children at that time the artistic level of the then literary production had met neither the needs of children nor the general reader's standard.
One group of authors (those dedicated to the optimistic concept of prose, such as J.C. Hronský) promoted the view that a writer, writing for children, should always respect their tendency towards optimism, playfulness and imagination. In this view, children have the right to a magical and carefree childhood even though they are surrounded by an unflattering and profound social reality that handicaps them.
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Another group of authors (those devoted to the realist concept of prose, including Fraňo Kráľ, Martin Hranko, Ľudmila Podjavorinská) artistically materialised the idea that the mental world of children does not exist as an isolated entity but is always part of social reality. This stream of authors transformed reality into literary work utilising social problems and onerous social conflicts. The child is, in the interpretation of these authors, no longer the resource for various metaphors on childhood, but serves as the means for authors to critically render their attitude on reality.
The last group of authors (those gathered around the synthesising concept, including Martin Rázus, Ján Bodenek, Ľudo Ondrejov) tried to synthesise both poles in their work. The authors of this concept viewed the prose for children as a synthesis of both the child's mental specificity and social reality. They did not isolate the former from the latter and portrayed the child's mental world in connection with social reality and social conflicts.
The optimistic concept of childhood
Jozef Cíger Hronský's literary production for children was not just a supplement to his work for adult readers. It was a part of his lifelong artistic programme. Hronský conceived it as an optimistic way of life. It was the expression of his empathy for children but also the desire for harmony in human life (Sliacky et al. 2005 : 126-128, Sliacky 2013 13 It was the genre of literary fairy tale that made it possible for Hronský to imbue the burden of the social period with the illusion of fairy tale, humour and entertainment. 12 The slogan of this approach was "the need to idealise reality in the best interest of the child". 13 Paradoxically, the picture series about Smelý Zajko (published in the 3 rd volume of Slniečko magazine) was a prequel to the literary fairy tale. It was illustrated by the Czech artist Jaroslav Vodrážka, and Hronský added his text to the illustrations only afterwards. However, as noted by Sliacky (2013: 119) , it was mainly Hronský who brought about appreciation for Smelý Zajko by creating a unique anthropomorphic model of the main animal character.
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The aesthetic function of such literature should, according to Hronský, multiply the child's world of playfulness, well-being and happiness (Sliacky et al. 2005 , Sliacky 2013 ). The novelty of Hronský's best-known piece for children, Smelý Zajko [The Courageous Hare], was that he did not humanise the animal character completely, but left some of its typical animal attributes, by which he achieved a humorous effect (cf. Kopál 1970 : 63, Klátik 1971 . One day, the Hare sets out on a journey to experience many incredible and entertaining adventures, gets as far as America, and finally returns home with a car full of cabbage and a beautiful bride.
The anthropomorphic animal characters of Hronský's stories are characterised by some typical features of the child -restlessness, playfulness, cheerfulness and naivety in thinking and acting (Kopál 1970: 60 ). Hronský's anthropomorphism poignantly illustrates the child's personality; moreover, it helped him to develop his own narrative art full of understanding for the natural curiosity and playfulness of an animal character. It is also filled with humour based on situational comedy and a hint of parody (especially when an animal character is in contact with the human world) (Šmatlák 2007 (Šmatlák : 429, Sliacky 2013 . Smelý Zajko v Afrike [The Courageous Hare in Africa] was a sequel of the successful first part, 14 but it was not a direct sequel but rather a modified continuation, set in an ethnically different environment. According to Klátik (1971: 134) , the animal character in exotic Africa becomes a fairy-tale symbol and a representative of the mental (and ethnic) environment to which the child reader belongs.
The optimism of Jozef Cíger Hronský is essentially of a psychological and mental nature. Applying it, the author tried to keep the child isolated from the conflicts of reality for as long as possible. Hronský, with his literary fairy tales, confirmed the validity of the genre that was also preferred by Ľudmila Podjavorinská (in the form of epic verse). Hronský, however, also convincingly applied modern elements (aeroplanes, cars, etc.), which helped the reader to evoking more up-to-date concepts. He is considered to be the creator of the modern Slovak fairy tale with an animal character and social elements.
The realist concept of childhood
Fraňo Kráľ was an author who significantly affected the outlook of children's literature in the post-war period with his books Jano [Johnny] and Čenkovej deti [Čenková's Children]. Kráľ was politically on the left in both his writing and educational activities. In his literary works for children, he sought to mediate the social reality of the period by directly portraying the destinies of children in a conflicting social world (Sliacky 2013 (Sliacky : 132-134, Šmatlák 2007 . Kráľ made his first artistically convincing entry into children's literature with his short story Jano [Johnny] that was full of autobiographical details (memories of his own childhood). 15 The story captured a short period of life of a poor eight-year-old boy, Jano, a local community herdsman.
The author sought to create a picture of the contemporary child who faced the hard reality of life (for example, punishment for the theft of cherries from the parish garden, running away from home for fear of punishment, the emigration of his father to work in America and his subsequent death there). The author's left-wing political views did not appear explicitly in the story -the main character acquired his social knowledge through his own experience after leaving home (not through the will of the author). The aesthetic quality of the text, according to Klátik (1975: 71) , is based on the acceptance of the child's mental world as a part of social reality, hence the forms of knowledge have a significantly childlike form in the main character. Kráľ was also inspired by the elements of folk tale, in the tradition of which his character is brought back home. Unlike the fairy tale character, however, Jano, in the final act, firmly vows to become a rebellious outlaw, and therefore the ending of the story is rather the beginning of an anticipated life of struggle (Sliacky 2013: 133) .
His second work of prose, Čenkovej deti [Čenková's Children], depicts the life story of the children of a poor mother. The children, after the death of their father and the fall into unbearable social conditions, were adopted for some time by foreign families: two children (Hanka and Mišo) go into service as apprentices, one child (Paľko) was sold by his mother to a wealthy family, and only the youngest girl (Evička) stayed with her mother. Finally, all children return to their careworn mother. However, the children were enriched by their life experience (loss of illusions, suffering and humiliation), which, as noted by Sliacky (2013: 133) and Šmatlák (2007: 430) , improved their perception of their current life situation and made it more mature. 16 Fraňo Kráľ was thus a post-war writer, whose works showed the system of contemporary society too tough for his literary characters to overcome, young outsiders handicapped by their social status as they are.
The realist concept can sporadically be found in the prose of Ľudmila Podjavorinská, who predominantly wrote poetry for children. Her prose, Baránok Boží [The Lamb of God], differs greatly from the merry and humorous view of reality she demonstrated in versified epic poetry. The story tells of the tragic fate of Ondrejko (Little Andrew, an Orphan) who becomes the innocent victim of the social system. Ondrejko grew up in an orphanage, in which he felt as if imprisoned due to the inhuman nature of this institution. The story is a testimony to Ondrej's rebellion against an orphanage caretaker, who represented adults' emotional lack of interest in children. The desire of the main character for a better world eventually culminated in the escape of Ondrejko, who ultimately dies.
17 Ľudmila Podjavorinská, as pointed out by Šmatlák (2007: 16 The first edition of the book Čenkovej deti had a mixed reception -especially for the dark overtones of the story and the failure to respect the child's desire for optimism. The author was even accused of promoting class hatred and an anti-Christian attitude. 17 Podjavorinská, in her Baránok Boží, violated the conventional understanding at that time of the role of children's literature, which not only caused problems with its publishing (it was delayed for five years), but the book also appeared on the list of forbidden school books in the 1940s. The book even remained outside public interest in the socialist regime until 1990, mainly for its Christian symbolism and for the tragic fate of the main character.
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428-429), Milan Jurčo 1997: 32-40) and Eva Pršová (2015: 48) , with two contrasting positions in her work (the joyful in poetry and the grievous in prose), uncovered a conceptual dichotomy, which was also typical of Slovak children's literature in the following decades. Martin Hranko is another author in whose work the realist concept of childhood can be identified. Unlike the previous authors, Hranko was active in the domain of the literary fairy tale: Ježkovci [Hedgehog Family], Rosnička [The Tree Frog] or Kukučka [The Cuckoo]. In his most famous fairy tale, Ježkovci [Hedgehog Family], Hranko rendered convincingly the complexity of human and social relations to the child reader through animal characters. The story is based on the confrontation of two laws, human and animal, which are, according to Sliacky (2013: 121) , two opposing value systems. The result of this encounter is, at first glance, the victory of human aggression (the human as predator) over the more "humane" world of animals. However, the tragic conclusion of the story was not Martin Hranko's expression of resignation to life. It was rather a mobilising factor to take courage and fight against evil.
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According to Šmatlák (2007: 430) , the animal world of Martin Hranko maintained its natural biological autonomy. In confrontation with the world of people, however, the world of animals gains new meanings with the serious message of freedom and the need for genuine interpersonal relations.
Synthesising the concept of childhood
Unlike the previous authors, Martin Rázus did not consider literature for children to be his prime area. Nevertheless, his books Maroško [Little Martin] and Maroško študuje [Little Martin Is Studying] became essential pieces of Slovak children's literature and at the same time they rank among the top works of national literature overall. His prose Maroško originated as a reaction to Rázus's disgust of the egoistic and calculating world of politics. 19 Rázus looked back at his childhood in the form of autobiographical memories. The author recorded the story of Maroško Kozovie from early childhood to the period of gradual self-realisation. Maroško's world is filled with children's play, joy and well-being, but as he mentally grows the first disappointments and disillusionments occur (the strangling of the little bunnies leads Maroško to treat the cat cruelly). Gradually, Maroško also begins to perceive the social status of his family as a handicap (to get money, Maroško's mother has to cut her beautiful hair; his family owns no horse, thus are "lesser" than the family of the Mraziks who possess horses).
The social inequity that surrounded the small boy, and which was perceived by him only subconsciously, made Maroško socially active (he becomes aware that people differ in status). According to Sliacky (2013: 130) , Rázus, in the story of Maroško, managed to capture the development of the consciousness of a poor boy respecting children's views and interpretation of reality, but at the same time connected it and subordinated it to social reality. In Rázus's recollection, his story became testimony to the reality at the turn of the 20 th century. In terms of shaping children's artistic literature, the most important contribution by Martin Rázus is that he conceived his literary work on the grounds of play and social learning. The author, utilising the child aspect as manifested in children's play, takes the main character from anticipating the idea of social injustice to his own act of social defiance (his defiance took the form of raising his own awareness through self-education).
The most famous work by Ján Bodenek, who was likewise one of the writers of traditional artistic literature for children in the post-war period, also depicts a boy character. In the novella Ivkova biela mať [Ivko's White Mother], Bodenek, just like Fraňo Kráľ, depicted the gloomy prospect of childhood in this period through the character of Ivko Hancík. The subject matter of this work, as noted by Sliacky (2013: 136) , was the atmosphere of mutual aversion in the family of small Ivko, which arose due to the extreme workload of the parents.
20 Under circumstances of hard labour, the members of Ivko's family were unable to communicate with each other as their forces were exhausted in the struggle for everyday survival (Ivko's mother is a hard-working laundrywoman whose hands are "whitewashed" daily by aggressive caustic soda). They treated the youngest Ivko with indifference and even brutality, which triggered in the small boy a sense of injustice. His emotional world had not yet adapted to the emotional aridness of adults, and he therefore sought to find an alternative compensatory source of love. He found it in his teacher with whom he learnt what love, kindness, understanding, and affable words were. However, he experienced all that indirectly, through the relationship of the teacher and her own son, whom he desired to become too. Ivko experienced proximity to his mother only after the teacher's departure and the death of his father (in which he was indirectly and unintentionally involved). The feeling of affinity and belonging to his mother started to grow in Ivko during his illness. He then viewed his mother from a new perspective and reassessed his relationship with her.
Ján Bodenek, according to criticism of the period, was able to approach the mentality and emotions of his literary characters. Thanks to this ability, Ivko becomes aware that his parents could not treat him with love and affection due to their constant and crushing fatigue and destructive misery. After WWI, the book Ivkova biela mať enriched the kind of literature for children that introduces the child to a social reality full of conflicts, yet at the same time remains an artistically convincing celebration of maternal love (Sliacky 2013: 137) .
Ľudo Ondrejov was another writer who significantly contributed to the development of children's art literature in the then Czechoslovakia after WWI, and is rightly considered to be one of its founding fathers. Ondrejov was concerned with the relationship between man and nature. He was able to enrich this relationship with a subjective lyrical experience while not hiding his resistance to the destructive interference of humans in natural ecosystems. In today's language, as commented by Šmatlák (2007: 431) 21 He convincingly expressed his artistic and life conception in the subject of the natural world and freedom of being (Sliacky 2013: 122) . Zbojnícka mladosť is a story about Jerguš Lapin, a boy who was born in a secluded dwelling in the mountains. After some time, he began to make various trips to the world of people, enjoying the surroundings of the village. But he also witnessed many distorted interpersonal relationships (the suffering of two orphans -Maťo Kliešť and Červenák). Eventually, Jerguš arrived in the city. The experience with the city is quite negative for Jerguš. It is represented by the factory environment, where the boy is hired as an apprentice. But the strange and unnatural environment ultimately destroys his boyish joy of discovery. His master in the factory beat Jerguš with a rubber hose just because he played hideand-seek with his friends during a break (beating him, the master dislocated Jerguš's shoulder). Jerguš, for this injustice and out of defiance, fled the city, went back to the mountain chalet and decided to become a rebel.
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The literary critic Ján Števček (1983: 200) labelled Zbojnícka mladosť a book that acts as a criterion of aesthetic value in children's literature. According to Števček (1983) , the book is incredibly beautiful and at the same time a true poem of childhood.
Martin Rázus in Maroško, Ľudo Ondrejov in Zbojnícka mladosť and Ján Bodenek in Ivkova biela mať fully respected children's identity and did not fear to confront it with the reality of the period. They were not afraid of any destructive impact that these episodes might have on the child reader. Their main characters with their children's ideals faced conflicting social reality. In such day-to-day confrontation, they were gradually transferred from the world of games to the complexities of the world of adults. Maroško by Rázus and Jerguš by Ondrejov did not make up for their social handicap by climbing into the upper social class, by which they would only confirm the inequity in the system of power transformation. Nevertheless, the confrontation of the ideal world with reality did not have such a traumatic impact on the child character as in the book The Lamb of God by Ľudmila Podjavorinská. Both Maroško and Jerguš were negatively affected by social reality, but this process did not culminate in tragedy. It finally ends in raising awareness of both persons' own value and the values of the environment that the characters come from. A result of the encounter of the innocent mental world of the child with social reality is thus the process of raising the child's selfawareness associated with becoming aware of the moral uniqueness of the environment in which the characters were born.
According to Sliacky (2013: 115) , the synthesising model of childhood, unlike the previous two models, portrayed the children's world and the reality of adults as mutually interrelated. The model requires children's literature to accept the psychological traits of the child audience so as to provide them with the prospect of an optimistic conclusion, even in the most difficult social or life situations.
Conclusion
It can be concluded that the three unique and original approaches to artistic literature for children after WWI (optimistic, realist and synthesising concepts) were determined by the worldviews held by the individual authors and by their perception of social reality. However, the internal contradiction between the three concepts was not so significant that it could be interpreted as antagonistic. From a holistic point of view, the literature for children and YAs after WWI came through a transition from the prevailing traditional production (with moralising and didactic goals: "literature about children") to artistic literature (literature "for children"), which lifted Slovak children's literature into the domain of high art. This transition was achieved by the creative personalities who demonstrated, according to Sliacky (2013) , their understanding of a joyful vision of childhood (Jozef Cíger Hronský), social sympathy (Ľudmila Podjavorinská, Fraňo Kráľ and Ján Bodenek), resistance to the violence and dehumanisation of the human (Martin Hranko, Ľudo Ondrejov), and drew their stories from the dissection of their own childhood in poverty (Martin Rázus).
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